INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
ment in child psychology.    With very little children the
actual spoken vocabulary can be set down in full, as :
Age eleven months.
Words used recognizably :—
Sthere	— it is there
Thersth	= there it is
Esh	= yes
Dad-de	= daddy
Mammam	= mammie
My	= my, only in phrase " my mammam '*
Boowoo	— how wow
also several words which we cannot yet interpret with  certainty.
With older children this is not possible. But it is interesting
and useful to note specimens of their talk from time to time.
And it is possible to put down every word used o^er a given
period, perhaps a number of days, as Drever did, in the case
of his children, or a single day or a period of a few hours.
H, whose vocabulary at 11 months is given above, was
thus " reported " continuously for two hours when aged
3 years 1| months, and used m those two hours 485 different
words. Four days later, in another two hours, he used 152
additional different words, making 637 in all (plus two
foreign phrases, viz. pas encore, and, at the end of a tune
which till then had been hummed without words, the
fragment—Ite^ter, und brak sie ap). These words fall into
parts of speech in the following proportions, Drever's two
children of similar age being also shown on page 117.
It is a good exercise for anyone interested in children to
make such snapshots of their speech and preserve them.
The correlation with developing thought and intelligence
will be emphatic. With still older children the manner of
measuring vocabulary by sampling is of interest as an
example of the modern tendency to standardize and objectify
such estimates. It is clearly impossible to test a child's
knowledge of all the words in the language or, for that
matter, all the words m a given dictionary, which even if
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